We derive boundary conditions for the phase space energy density o f acoustic waves in a half space, in the high frequency limit. These boundary conditions generalize the usual re ection-transmission relations for plane waves and are well suited for the study of wave propagation in bounded random media in the radiative transport approximation 15 . The high frequency analysis is based on direct calculations with Fourier integrals in the case of constant coe cients and Wigner measures in general, and it is presented in detail.
Introduction
Energy propagation for high frequency waves can bedescribed by the phasespace energy density function measure that satis es the Liouville equation transport equation. This is well known to researchers in wave propagation in random media 1, 9 and was rst analyzed mathematically for a deterministic medium by L. Tartar 18 and P. G erard 4, 5 as well as by P.L. Lions and T. Paul 10 . High frequency asymptotic analysis geometrical optics 2, 8 deals with the phase and amplitude of the waves, which leads to special forms of the phase-space energy density. In this paper we analyze the phase-space energy density in the presence of boundaries and interfaces, generalizing the well known results of geometrical optics. This is of interest in wave propagation in random media because it provides appropriate boundary conditions for the radiative transport equation 15, 16 . We recall brie y the transmission and re ection of time harmonic, acoustic plane waves, at a plane interface. The homogeneous acoustic equations are @u @t + rp = 0 1.1 @p @t + divu = 0 for the velocity u and pressure p. They admit plane wave solutions of the form u = u 0 e ,i!t+ikx ; p = p 0 e ,i!t+ikx : 1.2 The frequency ! and the wave vector k are related by the dispersion law ! = vjkj; We consider the re ection and transmission between media 1 and 2 of a plane wave incident at angle 1 on an interface, as is shown in Figure 1 .1.
The interface conditions for the waves are continuity of the normal velocity and pressure. This implies that the angle of incidence equals the angle of re ection, and Snell's law holds: 1.7
High frequency asymptotics, geometrical optics 2, 8 , generalizes this plane wave re ection-transmission analysis to very general classes of waves that have a rapidly varying phase. The general theory of phase-space energy densities 4, 5, 10, 18 does not address boundary and interface phenomena, except in the special circumstances treated in 6 . In this paper we analyze in detail the behavior of phase-space energy densities in the presence of boundaries and interfaces.
We begin in Section 2 with a brief review of the Wigner distribution and its properties. In the high frequency limit it tends to the phase-space energy density, the object of our study. More details about the Wigner distribution and its limit are given in Appendix A. In Section 3 we analyze re ection and transmission of time harmonic, high frequency acoustic waves in a homogeneous space with a plane interface. Here, incident, re ected, and transmitted waves are given explicitly by F ourier integrals and the high frequency analysis can be done with direct calculations. The results are stated in Section 3.2 and are what one expects from geometrical optics. Sections 3.3 and 3.4 contain the asymptotic analysis. In Sections 3.5-3.7 we apply the results to the derivation of boundary conditions for the phase-space energy density the limiting Wigner measure. Section 4 contains the high frequency analysis of re ectiontransmission by a plane interface when the medium is inhomogeneous, so that we do not have explicit Fourier integral representations for the waves. The general theory of the Wigner distribution and semiclassical operators is used here, along with the necessary modi cations to handle boundaries and interfaces. The results are stated in Section 4.2 and the derivations are given in Section 4.3.
Our interest in the Wigner distribution and its high frequency limit is motivated by our experience with waves in random media 15 , where it plays an essential role. We are interested in spatial energy density, considered by F rancfort and Murat 3 , which is one of the main objectives of geometrical optics 2, 8 , but also in the angularly resolved wave energy density. We do not deal with general H-measures 4, 18 , because in the application to random media di erent spatial scales often appear explicitly. For example, the wavelength may be comparable to the size of the scatterers and small compared to the deterministic features of the medium and to the overall propagation distance.
After this paper was submitted L. Miller obtained by a di erent technique the results on the re ection-transmission problem for the time dependent Schr odinger and wave equations 11, 12, 13 , including part of the grazing rays region. with respect to both measures can bemade arbitrarily small. Then the right side of 2.22 is arbitrarily small and thus its left side goes to zero in the limit " ! 0.
Convergence of energy
The Wigner distribution is well suited for studying high frequency limits and, in particular, families of functions that depend on a small parameter in an oscillatory manner, the "-oscillatory families of 6, 7 . The oscillatory property is conveniently characterized by the following de nition.
De nition 1 A family of functions f " that is uniformly bounded in L 2 loc is said to be "-oscillatory if for every smooth and compactly supported function The proof can be found in 6, 7 .
With this proposition and the positivity property we can interpret x; k as a phase space energy density, that is, energy density resolved over directions and wavenumbers. The relation between the limit Wigner measure and the high frequency limit of the energy of the acoustic waves 15 is given in the next Section. where u = u 1 ; :::; u n and x = x 0 ; x n , x 0 2 R n,1 , x n 0, with n = 2 or 3.
The density and compressibility are constants. We consider time harmonic high frequency solutions of 3.1 of the form w " t; x = w " xe ,i!t=" ; The energy density of an acoustic wave is E " = u " All integrals are over R n . 
The transport equation in the interior
The limit Wigner distribution of the wave 3.16 can be computed directly in a straightforward but tedious manner. By using Properties 2, 3 and 4 of Section 2.3, this computation can be simpli ed and systematized so that it can be generalized to inhomogeneous media, in Section 4. The results that we obtained in Section 3 generalize without essential differences to solutions of the inhomogeneous equations 4.1. However, now we do not have F ourier integral representations for the solutions and we m ust deduce the results from the equations directly. This requires use of the theory of Wigner measures outlined in Section 2 and it is carried out in this Section. The boundary value 4.14 of x; k has the same form as 3.23, the di erence being that the vertical wave numberk n varies with x. Furthermore, and , de ned by 4.6, are not given explicitly as limits of Fourier integrals as in 3.17 and 3.18. The form 4.14 of the Wigner measure on the boundary can be used to derive boundary and interface conditions for re ection and transmission as in Sections 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7. The results in the inhomogeneous case are identical to the ones in the homogeneous case but they are derived in a di erent way. We now illustrate this with re ecting boundaries.
Consider the acoustic equations 4. We cannot derive 4.7-4.14 using explicit solutions, as for a homogeneous medium 3.16-3.18, because there aren't any in general. We use instead a modi cation of the technique of Gerard and Leichtnam 6 , which can beapplied to any symmetric time-harmonic hyperbolic system such as Maxwell's equations and the elastic equations. 
The eiconal equation
We set w " to zero in the lower half space x n 0 and, following 6 , rewrite However, both of these matrices, are non-zero only in the n-th column and row, and, since we assumed that the Wigner measure of u n x 0 ; 0 is not singular on the set jk 0 j = ! v , they do not contribute to . This completes the proof of Lemma 1.
Basic properties of semiclassical operators
We derive some of the properties of the semiclassical operators ax; " D stated in Section 2.3. Most of the proofs are either given or outlined in 6, 7 . We recall rst Schur's lemma. 
